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This studyexplorestransitions
betweenhomelessanddomiciledstates.It describes
fromandreturnsto homelessness,
the timingof departures
andit teststheoretical
attributes
andexperiences
to thesetransitions.
Four
propositions
linkingindividual
humancapital
frameworks
theoretical
disaffiliation,
guidetheanalyses:institutional
andacculturation.
Thedatacomefroma longitudideficiencies,
personaldisabilities,
in Minneapolis.
nal studyof homelessindividuals
Variousindividual
attributesare
linkedwithleavinghomelessness,
welfarereceipt,job
includingrecentemployment,
with other homelesspeople,and homelesshistory.Fewer
training,identification
attributesarelinkedwithreturnsto homelessness:
workhistoryandgender.These
for homelesstransitions,
findingsprovidesomeevidencefor existingexplanations
and they suggest promisingavenuesfor furtherresearchon the dynamicsof
homelessness.

Empiricalstudiesof homelesspeople date backto at least the nineteenth centuryand may now numberwell into the hundreds.These
studieshaveservedthe importantpurposeof informingpolicymakers
of the health,shelter,andsocialproblemsof the homeless.Yet,because
they are almostinvariablydescriptiveaccountsbasedon single-wave
surveys,the studieshavelittleto sayaboutsomeof the mostimportant
policy and theoreticalissues concerningthe homelesspopulation.'

Theseissuesconcernpatternsof, andconditions
affecting,the entry
into, exit from,and returnto homelessness.
SocialSerice Review(March 1996).
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We reportfindingsof an exploratorystudydealingwiththe latter
two phenomena,exit fromandreturnto homelessness.On the basis
of a two-wavepaneldesign,the investigationasksthe followingquestions: (1) Among individualswho have recentlybecome homeless,
whatis the patternover time of exits from these spells?(2) Among
membersof a cross-sectionof homelesspeople, whatcharacteristics
predictacquisitionof conventionalhousing?(3) Amongindividuals
who have recentlybecomehoused,whatis the patternover time of
returnsto homelessness;and,finally,(4) Whatcharacteristics
predict
theirreturnto homelessness?
The investigationprovidesdescriptivedatanot previouslyreported
on the timingof transitionsbetweenhomelessand domiciledstates;
it constitutesan initialeffort to test theorieslinkingindividualattritransibutesandexperiencesto the likelihoodof homeless-domiciled
tions; and its findingsmay provideguidelinesfor socialpoliciesintendedto increaseexits fromand preventreturnsto homelessness.
The Dynamics of Homelessness
The interestof socialscientistsand policyanalystsin homelessness
duringthe courseof the twentiethcenturyhas roughlyparalleledthe
estimatedsize of the homelesspopulation.2Duringthe 1980s, this
increasedin bothestimatedsizeandvisibility,
populationsubstantially
and the number of community-levelstudies of homeless people
surged.3Withrareexception,the studiesoffer univariateand, occasionally,bivariatedescriptionsof homelesspeopleat a givenpointin
time. Even though the descriptionshave been used to infer causes
of entry into homelessness,the inferencesare suspect,owingto the
simplicityof the analyseson whichtheyarebased,samplingshortcomings, and the typicalproblemsof causalattributionassociatedwith
single-wavesurveys.4
The dynamicsof homelessnessextendbeyondits initialonset.They
also includeexits from and returnsto homelessness,transitionsthat
despitetheirrelativeeaseof studyhavebeenalmostentirelyneglected
The neglectis all the moresurprisingsinceseveral
in the literature."
studieshaveindicatedthatas manyas half of the currentlyhomeless
have been on the streetson morethan one occasion.6It is clearthat
a significantbutunknownnumberof homelesspeoplehavebeenable
to acquireconventionalhousingand a significantbut also unknown
numberof this group have returnedto begin new spells of homeof the dynamicsof homelessness
lessness.Thus,a fullerunderstanding
must account for not only initial entry into homelessnessbut also exits
from and returns to homelessness.
Guided in part by the above findings, Michael Sosin and his colleagues undertook the only longitudinal study of homeless exits and
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returns known to us.7 Based on a two-wave panel design, the study
provides data over a period of 6 months on prevalence and duration
of exits and on destinationsof persons exiting homelessness among a
sample of 265 individuals.In addition, the investigationexamined the
influence of previous homeless spells on the probability of exiting
and, among exiters, the probabilityof returning to homelessness. The
major findings of the Sosin study include the following. At the secondwave interview,approximately6 months after the first,over 75 percent
of the respondents reported leaving the streets for at least 2 consecutive weeks during the preceding 6 months. Respondentswho became
housed went primarilyto the residencesof friends or relatives,where
most lived rent free. Slightly over half of the exiters had returned to
another homeless spell by their second interview.The median length
of domicile among exiting respondents, including censored observations, was approximately70 days. The median time from interviewto
exit for rent-paying exiters was 51 days, three times that of other
exiters, and the homeless experience of respondents prior to their
first interview did not predict subsequent exits from or returns to
homelessness.
In another study, based on the same data set, Irving Piliavin and
colleagues explored the causal correlates of homeless career length.8
Analyzing a sample of 331 respondentsfrom the firstwave of the data
set described above, the investigatorsestimated a structuralequation
model of homeless career onset and duration. Among their findings
were that, controlling for age, homeless people with less continuous
work histories and childhood foster care experience and those who
expressed comfort with life on the streetshad longer homeless careers;
homeless people with prior psychiatrichospitalizationhad relatively
shorter homeless careers; and homeless people displaying symptoms
of severe alcoholism had homeless career durations not significantly
different from other sample members.
The researchwe report here uses the same databaseas the above two
studies. Focusing on transitionsfrom and to homelessness, it extends
beyond them in two ways. First, it describes in richer detail the processes of exits and returns. Second, it attempts to predict these transitions by using four theoretical models that have been put forth to
account for initial vulnerabilityto homelessness.

Issues of Interpretation and Modeling
In the absence of theoretical models or speculative essays seeking to
explain transitions from and returns to homelessness, the theoretical
frameworks we employ here are based on current models of individual
vulnerability to initial homelessness. We assume that the attributes
and experiences that increase the likelihood of initial homelessness
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will lessen the likelihood among the currentlyhomeless that they will
find conventional housing and increase the likelihood of recidivism
among those who have previously left homelessness.9
This reasoning has two potential problems. First, because current
explanations for initial homelessness have yet to be adequatelytested,
their validity is open to question."10
Second, the conditions that influence the likelihood of initial homelessness need not be relevant to
homeless spell exits and returns." Nevertheless, the hypotheses implied by the frameworks are plausible and constitute a logical point
of departure for developing a general model of homeless transitions.
The hypotheses link homelessness to institutional disaffiliation, human capital deficiencies, personal disabilities,and acculturationto the
homeless lifestyle.

Hypotheses
InstitutionalDisaffiliation
Institutionaldisaffiliationis perhaps the most systematicallydeveloped
thesis on the conditionsleading to homelessness.As initiallyemployed
by Howard Bahr and Theodore Caplow, institutional disaffiliation
refers to the weakening of an individual'sbonds to conventional society.'2 Bahr and Caplow argued the importanceof this condition from
their findings that homeless men were much more likely than those
who were domiciled to have severed or never experienced relationships with members of a broad range of social institutions. Large
percentages of their sample of homeless men had meager employment
records, had never been married, had been socially withdrawn as
youths, and were currently friendless or without family contact. Although the authors did not claim that institutionaldisaffiliationwas
the sole reason leading to or sustaining homelessness, they suggested
that the disaffiliated-devoid of significantothers, property,responsibility,and status-no longer respondedto the expectationsof conventional society and, thus, were beyond its reach.
No rigorous test has been reported of Bahr and Caplow's thesis.
However, findings in line with their argument have been reported in
a number of descriptive investigations.'"Thus, we hypothesize that
sample members whose attributesand experiences reflect greater disaffiliation will have lower rates of exits from current homeless spells
and those finding conventional housing will have higher rates of
recidivism.
Our assessment of institutional disaffiliationis based primarilyon
measures pertaining to family ties, parallelingin large part those employed by Bahr and Caplow.'4They tap maritalhistory, parental status, current family arrangement (alone or otherwise), and extent of
current contacts with family members. We employ an additionalmeaThis content downloaded from 137.99.63.50 on Fri, 06 Nov 2015 16:50:53 UTC
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sure indicating whether respondents ever experienced placement in
some form of foster care.15We assume that children in foster care are
more likely than others to have experienced parent-childrelationship
problems and are, therefore, more likely as adults to be disaffiliated
from family members.
A second form of institutional disaffiliation is criminal behavior.
Theories linking participation in crime to institutional disaffiliation
have been put forth by, among others, Richard Cloward and Lloyd
Ohlin, Travis Hirschi, and HowardBecker.16Our indicatorof criminal
involvement is self-reported participation in serious (i.e., felony)
crimes.
1. The rate of exit from homeless spells is lower and
HYPOTHESIS
the rate of return greater among individuals who report at wave 1
that they at some time during childhood had been in foster care, have
engaged in felony crimes, were never married nor had children, are
living alone, and have no current contact with relatives.
HumanCapitalDeficiencies
In his classic work The Hobo, Nels Anderson gave scant attention to
the possibilitythat men became "hobos,""tramps,"or "bums"because
they lacked employment skills in the post-World War I economy of
the United States." He instead viewed homelessness as largely due to
physicaldisabilities,personality"defects,"drug addictions,debilitating
personal crises, and "wanderlust."A decade later, during and perhaps
as a consequence of the Great Depression, vulnerability to homelessness came to be seen as, in part, due to human capital deficits.'8
Even as the United Statesmoved out of the Depression, writerscontinued to emphasize the importance of deficient education and training
in vulnerabilityto homelessness.'"In their overview of studies on the
attributesof homeless people, MarthaBurt and BarbaraCohen found
correlations consistent with this argument in eight of nine investigations reporting relevant data.20
Our examination of the significance of human capital deficiencies
on homeless-domiciletransitionsis based on four indicators,two dealing with training (i.e., educationalattainment,occupationalskill training) and two referring to employment (i.e., overall work histories,
recent employment experiences).2"
HYPOTHESIS2. The rate of exiting homeless spells is lower and the
rate of returning to homelessness greater among individualswho at
wave 1 have less education, have no vocationaltraining, have spent a
greater part of their adult life unemployed, and have had fewer working days during the preceding 30 days.
Personal Disabilities
Arguments that people become homeless because of personal disabilities have had an exceptionally long history in the United States. AlThis content downloaded from 137.99.63.50 on Fri, 06 Nov 2015 16:50:53 UTC
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though nineteenth-century discussions were often cast in such judgmental terms as "laziness,""immorality,"and "depravity,"more recent
versions argue that various physical and mental health conditions, as
well as addictions, severely restrictjob opportunities, which, in turn,
increases the probabilityof chronic unemployment and vulnerability
to homelessness.22Moreover, personal disabilitiescan also attenuate
personal relationships,with similar results.2"Data from many studies
are consistent with this thesis: relative to the general population,
homeless people have a higher incidence of physicaldisabilities,alcoholism, mental illness, and drug use.24The measures of personal disabilities that we employ include respondents'reports of their general
health, symptomsof severe alcohol abuse, prior psychiatrichospitalizations, and experience with drug abuse.25
HYPOTHESIS 3. The rate of exit from homeless spells is lower and
the rate of returns to homelessness greater for individualswho at the
time of their first-waveinterview report that they have been patients
in psychiatrichospitals, are in poor health, have symptoms associated
with alcohol abuse, and currently use drugs.
Acculturation
In contrast to those preceding it, this thesis explicitly addresses the
persistence of homelessness. It holds that, to survive on the streets,
individuals must assimilate a street culture-the information, values, associations, and lifestyle preferences that support and give
meaning to life on the streets.26According to Caplow, in acquiring
the knowledge, values, and friendships required for life within the
homeless society, individuals are pulled toward that society and find
it difficult to leave.27
A recent empirical study that examined the role of acculturationin
remaining homeless found that a measure of individualcomfort with
and knowledge of street life was positivelyassociatedwith the duration
of homeless careers.28We employ a similar measure here, as well as
variablestapping respondents'interactionand identificationwith other
homeless people.
HYPOTHESIS 4. The rate of exiting homeless spells is lower and the
rate of returning to homelessness greater among individualswho view
themselves as having much in common with other homeless people,
consider it easy to obtain food and drink on the streets, and have had
more contact with homeless friends in the previous 30 days.

Sampling Method and Sample Attributes
Data were obtained from two samples of homeless people ages 18
years and older, first interviewed in the late fall of 1985. The samples
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were drawn from people being served by social agencies in the downtown area of Minneapolis.29The "recentlyhomeless" sample (N =
113) included all individualswhose homeless spells had begun within
14 days of their wave 1 interview. The second sample, the "crosssection sample" (N = 338), was made up of all homeless individuals
present at the time the research team visited. To reduce problems of
left censoring, it was originally intended that the study sample be
composed solely of the recently homeless.30However, after 2 months
of data collection, it became clear that the flow of recently homeless
individualswas insufficient to generate a sample large enough to permit the analyses we planned to carry out. This led us to sample the
cross-section.
In order to be included in either sample, individualsat the time of
the first-waveinterviewhad to meet one of the following criteria:They
currently resided, rent free, in a social agency offering temporary
shelter; they currently resided in unconventional accommodations,
including abandoned or public buildings, automobiles, and shanties;
they had lived rent free for less than 1 week with a friend or relative,
with the intention of stayingno more than 2 weeks and with no alternative residence; or they had resided in board-and-lodge facilities for
fewer than 7 days, with rent being paid by a social serviceagency, with
the intention of staying no more than 2 weeks and with no available
alternative residence.31Inclusion in the recently homeless sample required that individualshad stayed 14 days or fewer in any consecutive
combination of the above types of accommodation.
Sixty-fivemembers of the recently homeless sample and 200 members of the cross-section sample were located again and interviewed
at wave 2.32The wave 1 attributes of all the individualsinterviewed
at wave 1, as well as those relocated for a second interview,are found
in table 1. Although attrition led to changes in the composition of
each sample over time, there are relativelyfew differences across the
Members of both samples were, on average, in their
two samples."33
thirties,
early
predominantlymale, lived alone, and had limited educational achievements and meager employment histories. A substantial
minority of both samples were heavy users of alcohol, and over onethird had been in some form of foster care as children.34
Although the transitions to and from homelessness of the two
groups were intended to reflect, without bias, those of the homeless
population at large in Minneapolis, this intention may not have been
realized. The wave 1 samples were drawn from homeless people who
used shelter, recreational, or free meal services provided by social
agencies. The homeless-spell exit patterns of these individuals may
not represent the patterns of those who do not use agency services."35
Furthermore, because the times at which our samples were drawn
were not random, it is possible that the transition patterns found within
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Table 1
DEMOGRAPHIC
ANDBACKGROUND
ATTRIBUTEs (Measuredat Wave 1) OF RESPONDENTS
AT WAVE1 ANDWAVE2, BYSAMPLE
CROSSSECTION
AT-RIBUTE

RECENTLY
HOMELESS

Wave 1

Wave 2

Wave I

Wave 2

(N = 338)

(N = 200)

(N = 113)

(N = 65)

Male(%)

Race (%):
White
Black
Native American
Other
Age (mean years)
Days since last had home:
Mean
Median
Previouslyhomeless (%):

Days saw family last month

Mean
Median
Convictedof crime as adult (%)
Ever in foster placement (%)
Ever marriedwith child(ren)(%)
Physicalhealth (%):
Very poor
Poor
Fair
Good
Very good

Has symtom(s) of severe alcoholism

(%):

Ever in mental hospital (%)
Highest grade completed
Median and mean
Percentage of adulthood working
Welfare received in past 30 days ($):
Mean

Median
Worked in past 30 days (%)
Much in common with other

homeless(%)

85

85

77

82

43
26
23
8
32

42
21*
29*
9
33

48
25
22
6
31

48
11*
35*
6
31

452
120
58

491
135
63**

9
9
55

10
10
60

6
2
54
39
38

7
2
57
44**
37

7
2
51
35
34

7
2
48
42
34

4
9
24
29
35

3
11
24
28
34

3
7
24
32
34

0
8
32
31
29

40

47*

46

57*

19
11
55

18

11

11
54

11
56

14

11
55

128

137

153

137

115
36

201
36

201
38

201
42

70

72

70

75

are rounded.
NOTE.--Percentages
*

Variablehas a significant(p < .01) relationshipwith a dichotomousvariableindicating whether the respondentwas reinterviewedin wave 2.
** Variablehas a significant(p < .05) relationshipwith a dichotomousvariableindicating whether the respondentwas reinterviewedin wave 2.

the samplesfail to reflectthose of the populationsbeing servedby
socialagencies.Finally,as noted above,attritionfrom both samples
betweenwaves 1 and 2 was substantial.To the extent attritionwas
due to otherphenomenarelevantto spelltransitionsbutnot tappedby
the variablesweincludein ourestimations,ourresultsmaybe biased."
We combineddata from the cross-sectionand recentlyhomeless
samplesin threeways.First,we mergeddatafromrespondentsin both
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samples who had been homeless for 14 days or fewer at the time of
their first interview. We used these data to examine the likelihood and
pattern of exits from homelessness. Second, we analyzed data from
all two-interviewrespondents in the two samples to explore the role
played by various attributes and experiences in exits from homelessness. Finally, we employed data from all respondents who were
found to have exited their wave 1 homeless spell for at least 30 days
in order to examine patterns of and individual attributes associated
with returns to homelessness.

Specification of Exits from Homelessness
We noted above that several studies in the past decade have reported
that many currentlyhomeless people reported prior homeless experiences." These findings contain ambiguities,however. Because individuals were given neither duration nor destination criteriaby which to
define their exits, some may have considered overnight stays with
family members as exits, others may have regarded hospital stays as
exits, and others may have counted only long-term stays in living
quartersfor which they paid the costs. These widelydivergent specifications have obvious relevance for exit rates. Equallyimportant,duration and destination specifications may identify exits with different
causes and consequences."8In brief, research findings concerning the
prevalence, causes, and consequences of homeless spell exits depend
on how these events are defined.
Destination
In this study, we define an exit from homelessness as a departurefrom
the streets to conventional housing, such as apartments, houses, and
hotels. We do not treattransitionsto hospitals,prisons,or group homes
as exits because their implicationand the conditionsunder which they
arise are quite different from those of exits to conventional housing.39
Duration
Specifying a duration threshold in order to establishwhich transitions
constitute exits is necessarilyarbitrary.For severalreasons, we rejected
very brief or lengthy thresholds. Brief exits are problematicbecause
they are likelyto includea varietyof transitions(e.g., visits,"vacations")
that may be poorly recalled or not even considered transitions by
those experiencing them. They may also have no stable precursorsor
consequences and are likely to be so frequent as to numerically dominate all others. Finally, they are likely to have little, if any, policy
significance. Using a long period of time-say, a year or more-is
problematic in that it would result in considering people homeless
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even when their living arrangements have long become similar to
those of individualsconsidered domiciled.
The duration threshold we employ attempts to avoid both concerns
by specifying that exits entail, at minimum, 30 days continuous residence in one or more of the conventional housing arrangementsdescribed above. We employ this because it is long enough to require a
sustained source of support; it should entail few, if any, recall problems; and it is short enough to permit us to investigate another phenomenon of interest--returns to homelessnessamong those who have
previously exited.
Although it is possible to create severaltypes of exit by using interactions of categoriesof destinationand duration, this is beyond the scope
and capacity of our investigation. We have chosen to study two types
of exits that we believe represent relatively easily defined, as well as
exits,defined
theoretically relevant, categories. These are independent
as
as exits to conventional housing respondents describe their own,
and dependentexits,defined as exits to housing respondentsdescribeas
provided by family or friends.40

Results: Exits from Homelessness
Distributionof Exitsover Time
Table 2 contains information on the exit and return patterns of those
members in the recentlyhomeless and cross-sectionsamplesfor whom
we have two waves of data. There are surprising similarities.About
45 percent of the members within each sample left their wave 1
homeless spells at the time of the second interview, the distributions
within samples of exits to various destinations were similar, and
about 30 percent of the exiters in each sample eventually began a
Table2
EXIT AND RETURN PATTERNS,BY SAMPLE

Respondentsinterviewedin both waves*
Respondentsexiting for 30 days (%)
Destinationof exit:
Board and lodge (%)
Shared lodging (dependentexit) (%)
Own place (independentexit) (%)
Exiters paying any share of rent (%)
Exiters returning to streets (%)
* Not

Cross Section

Recent Arrivals

149
70 (47)

48
21 (44)

8
31
31
46
22

(11)
(44)
(44)
(66)
(31)

1 (5)
10 (48)
10 (48)
10 (48)
6 (29)

including 69 respondents interviewed at wave 1 but later redefined as not

homelessat firstinterview.
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new homeless spell. The only substantial, though not statistically
significant, difference is that exiters from the cross-section sample
were more likely than recently homeless sample members to pay a
portion of housing costs.
Figure 1 shows the pattern of the exit hazard rate for the first 6
months following sample members' entry into their wave 1 homeless
spell. The graph is based on the behavior of 58 individuals whose
homeless spells had begun 14 or fewer days prior to their first-wave
interview.41The first data point, at "day0," represents the estimated
hazard rate of exiting wave 1 homeless spells during the first 30 days
following initial homelessness.42The second data point, at "day 30,"
represents the estimated hazard rate of exiting wave 1 spells during
the next 30-day interval, and so on.4s The graph reveals a striking
decrease in the hazard rate over the course of the monitoring period.
During the second and third months following the beginning of wave
1 homelessness, the hazard rate of exiting is about 60 percent of that
during the first month. During the fourth, fifth, and sixth months, it
is reduced to about 15 percent of that in the initial month.
Although these findings must be regarded as tentative in view of
the small size of our sample, they suggest several important facets of
respondents'wave 1 homeless spell experience. First,about half moved
to conventional housing within 6 months following initial homeInstantaneous Hazard
0.01

0.008

0.006

0.004

0.002

0

0

20

40

60

80

100

120

140

Days
FIG. 1.-Hazard of 30-day exits, since spell onset (N = 58 recently homeless
respondents).
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lessness. Second, there was substantialvariation in respondents'date
of exiting; transitionsoccurred throughout the period of observation.
Third, the great majority (90%) of those who found conventional
housing moved to their own place or to shared lodging, which we
have termed independent and dependent exits, respectively.Fourth,
the rate at which exits occurred substantiallydecreased with time. In
the following section, we examine whether the hazardrate of exiting is
associated,as hypothesized, with individualattributesand experiences
linked to institutional disaffiliation, human capital deficiencies, personal disabilities,and acculturation.
ConditionsAffectingExit HazardRates
To determine the conditions affecting exit hazard rates, we employ a
competing-riskmodelbased on proportionalhazardregressionestimation." We assume the hazard of exiting to exit locationj at time t for
person i, hij(t)is given by the following:
hij(t)= ho(t)[exp(jkjkXijk)1,

(1)

where ho(t)is an unspecified baseline time-dependenthazardcommon
to all sample members,Xijkis the value of the kth covariatefor person
i at time t in the estimating equation for the jth competing exit, and
I3jkis the parameter coefficient associated with the kth covariate. In
the case of continuous predictor variables, the ps denote estimated
effects of unit changes in the predictors on the log of the hazard
rate. In the case of categorical predictor variables,the ps denote the
deviation in the log hazard rate for the group for which Xk = 1 from
the baseline group (Xk = 0).45Parameterestimates are obtained by
maximizing the parametersof the partiallikelihood function given by
I

PL = H [h/(ti)/lhj(t,)]8.
i=1
j>i

(2)

The subscript i designates the ith subject in terms of "time in state"
duration,hj(ti)is the value of the hazardfunction for thejth individual
at time ti, where ti is the time at which the ith individualeither exited
or was censored, and 8, is a dummy variable that takes the value 1
when the ith individualexited and 0 when the observationof the ith
individual was censored. When hij(t)from equation (1) is substituted
into equation (2), ho(t) is canceled out and the PL function can be
written solely as a function of parametersfor covariates:
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I

PL = II exp[YkbkX,k]/ exp[Y bkXjk(ti)]8.
,

(3)

We employ the model to predict the hazards of independent and
dependent exits.46For each hazard we run three questions. The first
(model 1) estimates the effects of three ascribedattributesof respondents that are employed as controls in all of our estimations. These
are age, gender, and race-ethnicity.The second (model2) adds a vector
of experience-linked characteristics,one of which, experienced prior
homelessness, is employed as a control. Each of the others tests a
specific hypothesis and, we assume, describesrespondentsprior to the
onset of their current spell of homelessness. These include education
level, percentage of time employed since first adult-agejob, and four
dichotomous measures asking whether respondents had been foster
children, were ever married parents, had a felony conviction, and
had ever received specialized vocational training. The third equation
(model 3) adds selected recent experiences and current attributes of
respondents. These include a control variable,size of current welfare
receipt. The others test specific hypotheses and include current living
arrangements (alone or otherwise), days in contact with a relative
during the past month, the number of contacts with homeless friends
in the past month, current health status, and five dichotomous measures tapping whether respondents were employed during the past
month, currently used drugs, currently experienced symptoms of severe alcoholism,believed they had much in common with other homeless people, and believed it easy to obtain food on the streets.47
The cell entries in table 3 are the partial likelihood estimates (03s)
of the effects associated with predictor (rows) variableson the log of
the hazard rates of independent and dependent exits (columns). The
entries in the odd-numbered columns pertain to independent exits;
those in the even-numbered columns, to dependent exits.
Independentexits.-Findings from model 1 (cols. 1 and 2) reflect a
pattern common to all models:independentexit hazardrates are more
reliably predicted than are dependent exit hazard rates. Though the
prediction of independent exit hazard rates is far from robust, all
models that estimate the hazardrate of independentexits significantly
improve on a model based simply on the overall hazard rates of these
transitions,which is true for none of the models predicting dependent
exit hazard rates. The only hypothesized effects observed are those
pertaining to two variables included in model 3 (col. 5). Controlling
for other factors, the exit hazard rate for people who worked in the
30 days preceding their wave 1 interview was well over twice (e1.005)
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that of people who failed to work; the exit hazard rate for individuals
who viewed themselvesas "havingthings in commonwith other homeless people" was 38 percent (e-'963)that of individualswho did not.
Several variables employed as controls also significantlyaffect the
hazard rate of independent exits. In model 1, these included a strong
race-ethnicityeffect and a marginallysignificant gender impact. The
exit hazard rate for Native Americans was 18 percent that of whites
(e-1.762), and the rate for males was 46 percent that of females (e-783).
The race-ethnicity effect is substantiallythe same in model 3, while
that of gender is reduced in size and becomes nonsignificant,its impact
on the exit hazard rate apparently mediated by welfare receipt. That
is, males are less likely to receive welfare than females, and the size
of welfare grants is positively associated with the hazard of independent exits.48
Two other variablesemployed as controls in model 3 influenced the
hazardof independentexits: prior experience in homelessnessand the
length of respondents'current homeless spell. The hazardof exits was
lower for individualswho had experienced prior homeless spells and
those whose current spells were longer.
DependentExits.-We have noted above that none of our estimations
of the hazard rate of dependent exits improved on the overall hazard
rate of these transitions.This is in part a product of the exploratory
character of our analyses, an approach that often leads to, among
many null results, a few "significant"findings, some possibly type 1
errors. This scenario is obviously a possibilitywith respect to the few
variables found to have "significant"effects on the dependent exit
hazard. Nevertheless, in view of the paucity of data on conditions
influencing the likelihood of exits from homelessness, we believe the
stabilityof these influences is worthy of additional study. Two of the
effects were consistent with hypotheses: net of other considerations,
the estimated hazard rate of dependent exits among respondentswith
vocational training was more than twice that of respondentswithout
training;the estimatedhazardrate of sample memberswith symptoms
of severe alcoholism was 43 percent that of individualsnot reporting
symptoms. A third effect was contrary to expectations. Again net of
other factors, the hazard rate of dependent exits among individuals
who had at some time been married and had children was about 12
percent of that among individualswho had never had families. Finally,
receipt of welfare had a marginally significant effect on the hazard
rate of dependent exits.

Results: Returns to Homelessness
Distributionof Returnsto HomelessSpellsoverTime
Our analysisis based on data from sample memberswho left the streets
between the first- and second-waveinterviews to live in conventional
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housing for at least 30 days (N = 83). Of these respondents,31 percent
(N = 26) returned to the streets before the second-wave interview.
The median exit duration among those returning to homelessnesswas
56 days.
In figure 2, we graph the hazard function of returning to homelessness following the wave 1 exit. Because exits are not recorded as
such until the thirtieth day of continuous residence in some form of
housing, the earliest respondents can return to homelessness is 31
days after becoming housed. The entry at the first data point, "day
0," refers to the hazard rate of returning to homelessness during the
period between the thirty-firstand sixtieth calendardays after being
housed. The entry at the second data point, "day 30," refers to the
hazard rate of return between days 61 and 90. The graph shows an
uneven but substantialdecreaseover time in the hazardrate of homeless spell returns. During the last month of the observation period,
the hazardof return falls to zero. Thus, the trendsover time of returns
to homelessness follow those of exits: a substantialpercentage of those
who found conventional housing returned to homelessness during the
period of observation, and the hazard function of returns to homelessness among exiters generally decreases over time.
Thus, even in the brief observation period, transitions to conventional housing within our sample are often temporaryand succeeded
by further spells of homelessness. The brevity of our observation period prevents us from determining whether these later spells are folInstantaneous Hazard
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FIG. 2.--Hazard of returning after 30-day exits (N = 83 exiting respondents).
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lowed by further exits. However, the fact that many members of our
samples report at wave 1 that they have experienced prior bouts of
homelessness (table 1) suggests that these transitionsare not rare. If
so, the implication is that for many of the homeless, their lives "on
the streets"are not continuous states, but rather a series of episodes.
ConditionsAffectingReturnHazardRates
Our study of conditions affecting returns to homelessness are again
based on proportional hazard regression models. We estimate three
models, all but the last following the structure and content of the
models we employed in the study of exit hazard rates.
The results of these regressions, presented in table 4, indicate that
none of the models significantlyimproves on the fit of a model solely
on the basis of the average return hazard rate of all exiters. However,
again because of the exploratorycharacterof our study, we make note
of two phenomena that have statisticallysignificanteffects in one or
more equations.These are genderand recent workhistory.It is surprising that, given the traditionalassociationof homelessness with single
males, the hazardrate of a return to homelessnessfor males is substantially lower than that for females. In the full model, the hazard rate
is but 17 percent that of females. On the other hand, as might be
expected, the hazard rate of a return to homelessness is smaller for
individualswho had spent larger percentages of their adult lives employed.49It is also worth noting that the hazard rate of returns to
homelessness was not found to be related to type of exit.
Conclusion
We expanded here on the findings of Sosin, Piliavin, and Westerfelt,
which indicatedthat a large segment of the homeless population experiences temporary,but recurrent, spells of homelessness.5oUsing the
same sample as those authors, we describedthe time patterns of exits
from and returns to homelessness and tested the predictiveabilityfor
these transitionsof four theoreticalframeworksderivedfrom theories
previouslydeveloped to explain the onset of homelessness.We studied
two forms of exit: independent,defined as transitions to what sample
members identified as their own domiciles, and dependent,defined as
transitions to lodging shared with family or friends.
Our initial plot of the homeless-spell exit hazard rate function
among recently homeless people revealed that the hazard rate decreased as time homeless increased. A plot of the return to homelessness hazardrate among the recentlyhoused showed a similartrend.
These findings suggest that the hazards of these transitionswere affected by either sample heterogeneity or state dependence. HeteroThis content downloaded from 137.99.63.50 on Fri, 06 Nov 2015 16:50:53 UTC
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Table 4
MODELS
PREDICTING
PARTALLIKELIHOOD
RETURNS
TOHOMELESSNESS
(N = 89)
EQUATION
COVARIATE
Black
Native American
Age
Male

(1)

(2)

(3)

.069
(.12)
.202
(.39)
.038
(1.96)
- 1.282
(-2.72)

.058
(.09)
-.187
(-.31)
.024
(.89)
-.910
(- 1.53)

.725
(.89)
- 1.189
(-1.30)
.008
(.21)
- 1.746
(- 1.99)

-.189

Previously homeless

Marriedwith children
Convictedof crime

- 1.026

(-.38)
.367
(.63)
-.112

(-1.44)
.235
(.34)
.450

(-.22)

(.65)
.060

.105

Special training

(.23)

- .019
(-1.76)

Time worked

- .604

Mental illness

(-.97)
.078
(.82)

Educationlevel

-.358

Foster care

(.09)

-.033
(-1.96)

- .436

(-.55)
.221
(1.46)
.207

(-.69)

(.31)
.272

Spell length

(1.64)
- .001

Welfare received

(-.38)

Lives alone

.292

-

Seen family

(.32)
.013

(-.30)

Worked recently

-.861
(-1.44)

.041

Poor health

(.13)

- .453

Alcoholism

(-.63)

Drug use

.059

(.08)
.737

Commonality

(1.12)

Easy food and drink

1.260

(1.88)
.001

Homeless friends

(.02)

Exited to own place

.071

(.11)
Maximumlog likelihood
Degrees of freedom

- 99.3
4

- 97.0
13

- 84.8
31

NoTE.-t-values are in parentheses. The equations are presented in the following
order: model 1 (col. 1), model 2 (col. 2), and model 3 (col. 3).
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geneity assumes that variation of transition rates over time is due to
variationin transitionproclivityamong sample memberswith differing
attributes.State dependence assumes that, with increasing time spent
in a given state, independent of individual proclivity, people are less
likely to leave that state. Results from our study of exits provided
tentative support for each possibility. Evidence for heterogeneity
comes from our finding that severalcharacteristicsof sample members
were associated with both forms of exits. Additional evidence for
heterogeneity, as well as state dependence, comes from the finding
that, controlling for various individualattributes,current spell length
and prior homelessnesswere significantlyand negativelyassociatedwith
the hazard rate of independentexits. If one assumes that identitywith
other homelessindividualsresultsfrom exposuretime, evidencefor state
dependenceis found in the lowerrate of independentexits for those who
believe they share much in common with other homeless people.
Overall,our resultsprovideonly marginalsupportfor the theoretical
frameworksguidingour hypotheses.Possiblythis resultedfrom the small
size of our sampleand the correspondinglackof statisticalpower. It also
may be due to our failureto choose and operationalizewell the concepts
implied by the frameworks,but we believe this unlikelysince our decisions were based on conceptsand indicatorsemployedfruitfullyin prior
studies of poverty-strickenpopulations.Alternatively,it may be that,
contraryto our initialassumptions,explanationsfor the initialonset of
homelessness, however valid, fail to tap many, perhaps most, of the
phenomena relevantto exits to and returnsfrom homelessness.
Yetthe search here for conditionsaffecting the hazardrate of homeless spell exits and returns was not entirely fruitless. Indeed, several
of our findings suggest promising avenues for further research. Specifically, we refer to the findings that the probabilityof independent
exits is linked to recent receipt of welfare, length of homeless careers,
duration of current spells, and identificationwith other homeless individuals. We comment briefly on these findings.
We initially examined the relevance of institutionalties in terms of
individuals'subjectivealienationfrom family,the workplace,and other
conventional institutions. None of these was found to be significantly
associatedwith the hazardrate of homeless exits. However, the finding
that welfare receipt was a significant predictor of independent exits
suggests an alternative hypothesis; namely, that the accessibilityand
availabilityof sustained institutionalsupport influence the likelihood
of exits from homelessness. That these conditions may play a role in
the initial onset of homelessness, and its recurrence,has alreadybeen
suggested by Peter Rossi.5'
Second, our findings that homeless career length and wave 1 homeless-spelldurationare linked to the hazardof independentexits suggest
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that there are features of the homeless experience itself that are relevant to these transitions.With the exception of measuresof acculturation, we did not examine these features here. However, several are
suggested by David Snow and Leon Anderson.52They include attenuation of workskills,decreaseof resourcesto deal with fiscaland interpersonal contingencies associated with securing conventional housing,
development of associationswith homeless individualswho themselves
are less motivated to find housing, and the effect of length of time
homeless on the motivation to return to conventional housing.
Our findings regarding dependentexits and returns to homelessness
present additional issues. First, the predictors of dependent exits, except for welfare receipt, differ from those predicting independent
exits. While we initiallyrecognized that such differences might occur,
we have no strong theoreticaljustification for those we have found.
Second, the fit of our estimations of dependent exits is substantially
weaker than those of independentexits. Clearly, this may imply only
the inappropriatenessof our predictorsfor these transitions.Another
more interesting possibility,and one that requires more detailed data
than available to this investigation, is that these transitionsare made
by individuals whose attributes and experiences are similar to those
of individuals who fail to make exits. Therefore, the ability to make
dependent exits may be due more to external circumstancesand less
to individual characteristics.Finally, only one variableinfluenced returns to homelessness as hypothesized. Because the variableschosen
for our analyses are those commonly associated with onset of homelessness, their lack of influence in this study suggests that either processes leading to onset differ from those leading to return or that
currentexplanations for onset are inadequate.Werecognize,however,
that these findings could also be due to a small sample size.
A series of problemsarising from this study concern methodological
issues, particularlythose related to sampling and sample attrition.The
sampling issue has been discussedabove. Sample attritionis a problem
not previously discussed by investigators of the homeless, as panel
studies of homeless people have only recently been undertaken. Because those who drop out of the study may differ in their attributesand
behavior from those who do not, findings from longitudinal studies of
the homeless may be seriously biased. Since the best approach is to
minimize attrition, it is important to note that surprisinglyeffective,
though costly, means have been achieved by James Wright, Tupper
Allen, and Joel Devine."53
Employing a variety of procedures that included reminder cards, rewards for periodic updating, and use of
family members, friends, and social agency records as information
sources, these researchers lost only 15 percent of a homeless sample
followed over a period of 6 months. Through use of similar techniques,
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future studies of homeless spell dynamics should be able to avoid at
least some of the estimating problems due to attrition that we have
experienced here.

Notes
The researchreported here was supportedby a grant from the U.S. Departmentof
Health and Human Servicesand the National Instituteon Alcohol Abuse and Alcoholism. Any opinions expressed in this articleare those of the authorsand not the sponsoring institutions.
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46,
no. 11 (1991): 1198-1208.
25. Severe alcohol use, a dichotomousvariable,was coded "1"for individualswho
reported that their current use of alcohol led at times to one or more of the following
symptoms: passing out, blackouts, tremors, or seizures; the variable was coded "0"
otherwise.Earlierstudiesof homelesspeople ignored theirpossibleuse of drugsbecause
drugs were prohibitivelyexpensive. However, with the advent of inexpensive crack
cocaine in the mid-1980s, the use of drugs by homeless people has increaseddramatically. See David Snow and Leon Anderson, Down on TheirLuck (Berkeley and Los
Angeles: Universityof CaliforniaPress, 1993);Jencks (n. 3 above).
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facilities;two individuals,well-acquaintedwith a high proportionof the homelesspopulation, were hired to locate first-wavesample members;and letters were sent to family
friendsand agencyrepresentativespreviouslylistedby respondentsas potentialcontacts.
33. The moststrikingdifference betweenthe samples--days since last had a homereflects the differing sample designs of the two groups.
34. Although firm data are unavailable,McDonaldand colleges have suggested that
no more than 2 percent of the adultsin the United Stateshave ever been in foster care.
See Thomas P. McDonald,Reva I. Allen, Alex Westefelt,and Irving Piliavin,"Assessing
the Long-Term Effects of FosterCare"(Madison,Wis.: Institutefor Researchon Poverty, SpecialReport57, Universityof Wisconsin--Madison, 1993).The overallsimilarities of the recently homeless and cross-sectionsamples may reflect the observationrecorded here and elsewhere that homeless people often experience several spells of
life without domicile (Rossi [n. 2 above]; Farr, Koegel, and Burnam [n. 6 above]).
Consequently,with the exception of people in their first homeless spell, the recently
homeless may come from a populationlittle different from that representedby a cross
section of the homeless.
35. It should be noted, however, that Burnam and Koegel estimated that in Los
Angeles, 86 percentof the homelesspopulationuse these agencies.See AudreyBurnam
and Paul Koegel, "Methodologyfor Obtaining a RepresentativeSample of Homeless
Persons,"EvaluationReview12, no. 2 (1988): 117-52.
36. Weran modelsemployingmaximumlikelihoodestimationprocedurespredicting
homeless spell transitionswhile controlling for the probabilityof attrition, but they
failed to converge. This may have been due, in part, to the small size of our samples
as well as the relativelylimited statisticalpower in the predictionof sample attrition.
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37. Farr, Koegel, and Burnam (n. 6 above) and Morse, Shields, Hanneke, Calsyn,
Burger, and Nelson (n. 6 above).
38. Furthermore,because brief departuresfrom homelessnessmay be substantially
more frequent as well as less eventful than those of some duration, the former are
likely to be much less accuratelyrecalled than the latter.
39. Very few respondentsleft the streetsfor these locations.Three went to jail from
the streets; five went to a hospital.
40. The great majorityof those making independentexits, 37 (90%)of 41 respondents, stated that they paid at least a portion of the costs associatedwith their housing.
We initiallyintendedto include a categoryfor respondentswho exited to welfarehotels,
but only nine sample members did so. Although we include these individualsin our
descriptivesummary,because of their small number,we have excluded them from our
multivariateanalysesof the conditionsassociatedwith exits and returns.
41. Forty-eightof these individualswere from the recentlyhomeless sample, and 10
were from the cross section. It would have been desirableto graph the patterning of
exits over a longer period of time, but this would have exacerbatedthe problem of
right censoring and led to too few cell observationsfor the hazardrate at severalyears
or more.
42. Note that it is not a necessarycondition that an exit be 30 continuous days at
the destinationfirst arrivedto after wave 1. It is only necessarythat the individualdid
not return to homelessness for 30 days.
43. We reran this analysiswith more observationpoints (e.g., every 14 days, every
20 days).The resultsshowed a similardecreasein hazardrate over time, but with many
more spikes. For clarity,we present the analysiswith 30-day observationpoints.
44. See DavidCox, "RegressionModelsand Life Tables,"Journal
oftheRoyalStatistical
Society,Ser. B, 34 (1972): 187-220; KazuoYamaguchi,EventHistoryAnalysis(Newbury
Park,Calif.:Sage, 1991). We chose this method for two reasons.First,it assumesa time
dependenceof the hazardfunction without needing to specifyits form, which is useful
in light of the lack of theoreticaljustificationfor specifyinga specificparametricmodel.
Second, our analysisappearsto meet the proportionalityassumptionof this model.We
tested it by creating dummy variablesthat contrast discrete time segments against a
baseline segment. The interaction effects between these dummy variables and our
covariateswere not significant (see Yamaguchi,p. 107). The following descriptionis
adapted from Yamaguchi,pp. 101-10.
45. Alternatively,the effects represented by the Pkscan be interpreted as follows:
for interval-scalepredictors,the hazard rate increasesexp(Bk)times as much for each
unit increasein Xk,controllingfor the effects of time and other predictorvariables;for
categoricalvariables,the state with Xk= 1 has exp(Pk)times the hazardrate of Xk = 0.
46. Because our data are left truncated, we predict the duration of time from the
first interview until an event or censoring while conditioningon time in spell before
the first event. See Yamaguchi(n. 44 above, p. 8).
47. While we assume otherwise, we recognize that some of model 3 attributesmay
have characterizedsome respondentsprior to the onset of their currenthomeless spell.
48. We estimated a Tobit model in which the vector of variablesfrom model 2 was
used to predict the amount of welfare received at wave 1. Three variablessignificantly
predictedwelfarereceived:gender,previoushomelessness,and priorfelony conviction.
Females, those previously homeless, and those with felony convictionswere all more
likely to be receiving welfare at the time of their wave 1 interviews.
49. In addition,one dummy variableindexingmissingcases is statisticallysignificant
in the return models. The respondentswho did not indicatehow often they had seen
their families were more likely to be recidiviststhan were those who did so indicate.
The interpretationto be given this finding is unclear.
50. Sosin, Piliavin,Westerfelt(n. 7 above).
51. Rossi (n. 2 above).
52. Snow and Anderson (n. 25 above).
53. James D. Wright,Tupper Allen, andJoel A. Devine, "TrackingNon-Traditional
Populationsin LongitudinalStudies"(paper presentedat the Meetingsof the American
Public Health Association,Toronto, 1993).
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